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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present ClinicaDL, an open-source software platform that aims at enhancing the reproducibility
and rigor of research for deep learning in neuroimaging. We first provide an overview of the software platform
and then focus on recent advances. Features of the software aim at addressing three key issues in the field:
the lack of reproducibility, the methodological flaws that plague many published studies and the difficulties
using neuroimaging datasets for people with little expertise in this application area. Key existing functionalities
include automatic data splitting, checking for data leakage, standards for data organization and results storing,
continuous integration and integration with Clinica for preprocessing, amongst others. The most prominent
recent features are as follows. We now provide various data augmentation and synthetic data generation functions
(both standard and advanced ones including motion and hypometabolism simulation). Continuous integration
test data are now versioned using DVC (data version control). Tools for generating validation splits have been
made more generic. We made major improvements regarding usability and performance. We now support
multi-GPU training and automatic mixed precision (to exploit tensor cores). We created a graphical interface
to easily generate training specifications. We allow tracking of experiments through standard tools (MLflow,
Weights&Biases). We believe that ClinicaDL can contribute to enhance the trustworthiness of research in deep
learning for neuroimaging. Moreover, its functionalities and coding practices may serve as inspiration for the
whole medical imaging community, beyond neuroimaging.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research in deep learning for medical imaging has exploded in the past years, as shown by the tremendous
increase in the number of publications.1,2 This has led to impressive results on various medical imaging tasks.
However, at the same time, the field is also plagued with reproducibility and rigor issues. Reproducibility is the
ability to reproduce published results and is the cornerstone of scientific progress.3,4 Reproducibility issues have
been pointed in various fields,5–7 including deep learning for medical imaging.8 Lack of rigor is also often present
with many examples of data leakage and invalid validation procedures in published papers.9,10

Scientists typically develop code independently, which may not be of high quality, nor easily reusable nor
sufficient for the reproducibility of papers. Moreover, deep learning researchers often lack specific knowledge in
medical imaging. This may lead them to lose time with data management and preprocessing. Even worse, lack
of domain knowledge may lead to flawed validation procedures and thus invalid published results, as shown in
the case of neuroimaging.10 This is why there is a need to provide open-source tools to share efforts and give
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access to this knowledge and methods to other researchers. ClinicaDL11 is part of this larger initiative. It is an
open-source software platform for reproducible deep learning studies in neuroimaging. In particular, it aims at
helping towards addressing three issues: the lack of reproducibility of published articles, the methodological flaws
that result in biased or overestimated results in the literature and finally the difficulty to handle neuroimaging
datasets for researchers with little knowledge in this application area.

In this paper, we first provide an overview of ClinicaDL (Section 2) and then focus on novel features that we
recently implemented (Section 3).

2. SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

ClinicaDL’s main features include: experiments and data preparation, model training, inference and prediction,
and interpretation algorithms. The combination of ClinicaDL and Clinica12∗ allows performing an end-to-end
neuroimaging analysis, from the download of raw data sets to the interpretation of trained networks. An overview
of the software platform is provided in Figure 1. More details on ClinicaDL functionalities can be found in the
documentation†. All the deep learning part uses PyTorch13 as back-end. The software is distributed as a Python
library with the Python index package. In this section, we focus on how ClinicaDL aims to address three recurrent
issues of deep learning applied to neuroimaging: the lack of reproducibility, the methodological flaws and the
difficulties using neuroimaging datasets.

Figure 1. Overview of the ClinicaDL software platform. Data preprocessed by Clinica12 are stored in a BIDS-like
structure called CAPS. ClinicaDL further allows preparing data experiments and creating training, validation and test
sets. Various models can then be trained and results are stored in a unified structure called MAPS. Finally, ClinicaDL
allows running inference, saving predictions and interpreting the results.

Easy use of neuroimaging data. ClinicaDL has been developed as the deep learning extension of Clinica,12
an open-source software platform that aims to unify neuroimage processing pipelines and data management.
Clinica contains a set of automated pipelines to process different imaging modalities using standard software tools
such as SPM,14 Freesurfer,15 or ANTs.16 It also includes converters to organize several open-source neuroimaging
datasets such as ADNI17 or the UKBiobank18 under the brain imaging data structure19 (BIDS). A first step to
make it easier to use neuroimaging datasets and to make experiments reproducible is to be part of the effort
made by the BIDS community to standardize the organization of the datasets. The ClinicA Processed Structure
(CAPS) is part of this effort: this BIDS-like structure has the added benefit of considering all datasets as
longitudinal and always using compressed NIfTI files. ClinicaDL can automatically read in a CAPS and load
images that have been processed by Clinica for training and inference. ClinicaDL also allows extracting 2D slices,
3D patches or regions of interest as PyTorch tensors from 3D brain volumes to facilitate training.

∗www.clinica.run
†https://clinicadl.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Reproducibility. Using open-source software for deep learning experiments improves reproducibility by essence
as the code is shared and usable. However, good coding practices can further enhance reproducibility. A first
step is to have a robust continuous integration to ensure that the code does not break when adding new features.
A second point is to automatize the installation of the software into a separate environment and keep control of
the installed dependencies. Finally, ClinicaDL pushes reproducibility further by making it possible to relaunch
an experiment with the same parameters since all of them are saved in the result directory.

Rigorous validation. ClinicaDL includes a set of pipelines and tests to avoid users making the most common
methodological mistakes. For instance, the experiment preparation pipelines consist in making rigorous splits
stratified by age and sex at the subject level. At inference, ClinicaDL automatically checks for various types of
data leakage (e.g., wrong data split at the slice or visit level, absence of independent test set, late split, biased
transfer learning, biased ensemble learning11).

3. NEW FEATURES

In this section, we present in more detail ClinicaDL’s new features, which have been designed and implemented
since the last journal publication11 and conference presentation.20 These new features are summarized in Figure 2.
Three of them concern the topics described in Section 2 (easy use of neuroimaging data, reproducibility and
validation). We also added features related to usability (making the platform more user-friendly and adding
deep learning features) and performance.

Easy use of neuroimaging. We added various functionalities for data augmentation and synthetic data
generation. ClinicaDL now supports TorchIO21 data augmentation. Other generation pipelines have been
implemented to generate motion artifacts22 and hypometabolic data.23 These generation pipelines can be used
for data augmentation but also to validate models on synthetic data.

Reproducibility. We made major improvements to the continuous integration. We added versioning of test
data used for continuous integration with data version control (DVC)‡ . We also added non-regression tests for
some pipelines and unitary tests for some critical functionalities of the software. There is now the possibility
to fix the seed to improve the reproducibility of the results. This will, for example, determine the initialization
of the model and the data loading sequence. However, despite having control over some GPU seeds, certain
hardware-related factors such as architecture, memory configuration, clock speed, and calculation variations
may still be beyond control, impacting reproducibility across different GPUs.

Rigorous validation. Another development axis has been to generalize experiment preparation to any neu-
roimaging dataset. Indeed, ClinicaDL initially resulted from work on the reproducibility of Alzheimer’s disease
classification10 and thus some of its features were not generic enough. We have enhanced tools for manipulating
TSV files to make them more generic and to handle both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies. Quality con-
trol (QC) of both raw and processed data is important to mitigate sources of bias and short-cut learning. QC
algorithms that were already included in ClinicaDL have been updated to their latest version24 and we added
a new pipeline to check the registration of positron emission tomography (PET) images with a template. We
further added a new method to interpret pretrained models.

Usability and performance. Making the software user-friendly has always been a goal for the development
team by keeping the documentation up to date, writing tutorials or providing options such as the use of con-
figuration files to simplify the command line. To go further, many new features have been added. Moreover,
ClinicaDL now supports tracking of experiments via MLflow§ (an open-source platform) and Weights and Biases¶

‡https://dvc.org
§https://mlflow.org
¶https://wandb.ai/site
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Figure 2. New features of the ClinicaDL software platform.

(a Python based platform),25 which are widely used in the machine learning community. The command line
could sometimes be tedious to use, especially when changing many parameters of the experiments. This is why
we created a TOML generator‖, a web application that helps to configure experiments through a graphical user
interface. Furthermore, new tutorials∗∗are available online: the aim is to show and explain how to use Clinica
and ClinicaDL as well to give guidelines and spread good practices to the community

We also added new features to enhance the performance of model training with ClinicaDL. First, we integrated
the PyTorch profiler that helps users to track GPU usage. Then, we performed developments to allow people to
harness the power of high-performance computing (HPC) clusters (with multiple GPUs) and of state-of-the-art
GPUs (Nvidia Tesla V100 and even A100), in particular those including tensor cores. We implemented multi-
GPU training through distributed data parallelism. We added the use of automatic mixed precision for optimal
use of GPU cards with tensor cores. This is even more crucial in medical imaging as the size of data can saturate
the memory of the GPUs. Thus, it gives the possibility to use larger or more complex models, use full resolution
high dimensional images or increase the batch size.

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we presented the ClinicaDL software platform. It can facilitate and improve the trustworthiness
of research in deep learning for neuroimaging.

Good practices are essential in research to provide strong foundations to those whose work is built on the
findings of others. Working with neuroimaging data can be complex, making it intricate to reproduce exper-
iments. The same applies to the field of deep learning, the important number of parameters to choose from
can make difficult usability, reproducibility or validation. In this way, a versioned and open-source software like
ClinicaDL is a first step towards reproducibility. ClinicaDL is built in a way that makes it easy to get started.
Researchers can use it “as is” or as a starting point to further develop tools for their research.

There are many well-known software platforms for deep learning in medical imaging, such as MONAI26 and
TorchIO.21 ClinicaDL is complementary to these platforms, in particular through its focus on: i) the specificities
of neuroimaging; ii) providing an end-to-end framework for reproducible experiments and unbiased validation.

To conclude, ClinicaDL can contribute towards addressing issues of reproducibility and biased validation that
plague the field. More generally, it can serve as inspiration for improving the implementation of deep learning
research in other areas of medical imaging.

‖https://clinicadl-toml-generator.streamlit.app
∗∗https://aramislab.paris.inria.fr/clinicadl/tuto/2023/html/index.html
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